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Let’s share a meal. By uploading content students can share the meals they make at 
home, see what other people are cooking, and get ideas for their next Recipe.

MOre than Ramen

Through a platform, possibly an App, we 
can share our favorite dishes, our best 
failures, our most creative solutions with 
what we have left in the fridge and even 
family recipes. While we can’t be standing 
next to each other, we can share the 
warmth of cooking and the joy of a decent 
meal with our neighbors, classmates and 
community. 

Project Statement Main Ideas
Through a platform, possibly an IOS/Android application and web platform we can 
create a space for students to upload recipes and photos of their cooking creations. 

By being accessible by phone the platform becomes available to most students. It would 
be easy to create an account and start uploading photos or videos of your at home 
recipes. 

Since it will be accessible to all we hope the recipes shared, don’t just come from our 
backyard, but from around the world. Maybe the next thing you make isn’t your regular 
ramen, but an interesting take on Pad Thai. All meals and creations can be posted 
judgement free because it is the college dieting experience and whatever works, works. 

Every Friday we could feature a dish students upload or some food inspiration to get 
people cooking while we have to be socially distant.
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Through the platform everyone will be able to share, save and favorite recipes. They can 
upload videos or images and tag them accordingly. The dishes don’t have to be perfect, 
just something shared to connect the community. 
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How it works
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Explanation
Students can share their cooking experiences on this platform however they record 
them; by video, blog, photo series, or recipe. 
Our platform connects us to students day to day by encouraging interest in a 
common activity everyone does, all day long.
More Than Ramen will highlight the diversity of CU’s students as we all have our own 
palettes. 
This is a virtual space that extends the places already dedicated to food and 
community that we may not be able to use the same way in the coming semester.  

Conclusion 
More Than Ramen is an open place for students to share how they live their lives. By 
being accessible by phone the platform becomes available to the majority of CU 
students. 
It will be easy to create an account and start uploading photos or videos of your at 
home recipes.
The basics are: wifi and a camera, both available to CU students on campus. 
All meals and creations can be posted judgement free because it is the college 
dieting experience and whatever works, works. 
We would need only minimal funding but the support of many in creating this virtual 
food-based community sharing platform.
Our creation will outlast our time here at CU as it will exist in the virtual spaces we all 
spend more and more time in. It could even grow to connect all of CU’s campuses 
and communities! 

An inclusive 
Space for recipe 
Sharing 

Meals from around 
the world at CUEasy to save and 

share

An EGGCELENT WAY 
TO GET COOKIN
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